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The Complete New ManagerMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Tackle every management challenge with skill and confidence!


	Managers are faced with a variety of challenges every day. There are decisions to make, conflicts to resolve, and strategies to implement, among many other responsibilities. As a new manager you need to build the skills necessary for tackling problems head-on.
...
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The Radiation Therapy of Benign Diseases: Current Indications and Techniques 33rd San Francisco Cancer Symposium, San Francisco, Calif., April 1999 ... of Radiation Therapy and Oncology, Vol. 35)Karger, 2001

	This volume discusses radiotherapy and its role in the treatment of benign diseases. Its intent is to broaden the application of radiotherapy beyond malignancy to treat a range of clinical concerns, from minor skin problems to life-threatening arterial disease. In addition, it aims to encourage medical practitioners to consider the benefits...
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The Responsible Business: Reimagining Sustainability and SuccessJossey-Bass, 2011

	"When most people think of corporate responsibility, they are focusing on a business's effect on and relationship to stakeholders. A Responsible Business sees stakeholders as full partners and meaningful instruments for the evolution of healthier communities and more successful businesses."

	—from the...
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Convergence of Project Management and Knowledge ManagementScarecrow Press, 2010

	Knowledge is power, but this is especially true for teams carrying out a project. As in other arenas, the effective use of knowledge is possible only if it is readily accessible, well organized, properly analyzed, and competently disseminated to meet the project needs. Knowledge gained from project failures or successes is vital for the long...
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Tweak It: Make What Matters to You Happen Every DayCenter Street, 2013

	As the demands of work grow more intense, personal life can get shoved to the side. But resolving the job-versus-life conflict doesn't require the kind of big, disruptive, scary transformation that so many time-management "experts" recommend. In TWEAK IT, Cali Williams Yost proves that a comfortable work+life fit can be achieved...
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Managing People : Secrets to Leading for New Managers ( Collins Best Practices)Collins, 2007

	In today's hypercompetitive business climate, managers who help employees achieve their individual potential stand to get—and stay—ahead. Managing People, a comprehensive and essential resource for any manager on the run, shows you how.


	Learn to:

	
		Delegate the right work to the right...
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Creating Effective Presentations: Staff Development with ImpactRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2011

	Creating Effective Presentations: Staff Development with Impact presents a comprehensive approach to creating compelling, interactive staff development sessions. The book is highly practical, summing up important research in the field of visual communication, graphic design, and...
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The Top Performer's Guide to Speeches and PresentationsSourcebooks, Inc., 2007

	The Top Performer's Guide to Speeches and Presentations helps businesspeople master that most daunting of workplace challenges-addressing a group of coworkers, clients or customers.

	

	--Overcoming nerves and fear

	--Preparing for different types of speeches

	--Engaging the audience
...
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The Blind Spot: Lectures on LogicEuropean Mathematical Society, 2011

	These lectures on logic, more specifically proof theory, are basically intended for postgraduate students and researchers in logic. The question at stake is the nature of mathematical knowledge and the difference between a question and an answer, i.e., the implicit and the explicit. The problem is delicate mathematically and philosophically...
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Small Business and the Public Library: Strategies for a Successful Partnership (ALA Editions)American Library Association, 2011

	Aligning with recent news stories on difficult economic times, the authors target libraries endeavoring to assist users entering or already involved in the small business community. Small Business and the Public Library will help you reach out to this group of patrons with

	
		Innovative programming ideas
	...
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New Concepts in Diabetes and Its TreatmentKarger, 2000

	Diabetes mellitus and its complications are conditions of growing importance from both the clinical and epidemiological standpoint. Diabetes has life-threatening complications affecting several organs and systems, with increased risk for ocular, renal, cardiac, cerebral, nervous and peripheral vascular disease. In many developed countries and...
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How to Say Anything to Anyone: A Guide to Building Business Relationships That Really WorkGreenleaf Book, 2013

	Take charge of your career by taking charge of your business relationships and communication skills.

	

	We all know how it feels when our colleagues talk about us but not to us. It's frustrating, and it creates tension. When effective communication is missing in the workplace, employees feel like they're working in the...
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